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Once that an old days,we have not gun.
Those days,we must to be self defense by my hands.
Powerful big guys fight to me?
Power versus power?
We cannot that fight.
 
Therefore we need learn about battle techniques.
All of people had same idea in this world.
muay-thai,wrestling, grand ultimate fist, Capoeira, knife?
 
 
So,this is the martial arts.
And so,we were Japanese had Sumo-wrestling.
So long times ago, someone he was Sumo-wrestler, he did kick and he get win.
Japanese old book write on that things.
Those days had kick technique in this Sumo.
 
 
I think,maybe so many group had in this Japan.
Some group did that mostly grappling add punch and kick.
Some difference group think about most important technique that was punch and kick.
Another group think about knife techniques.
 
But everyone think about same things.
So, all every techniques for the battle.
 
 
And all of those Japanese martial arts name was BUDOU.
Mayji ages had came in Japan.
Japanese people learn to very many Euro culture.
And when at the time was every Japanese martial arts has changes.
 
 



For example,
Now days we were still calling Martial arts battle Japanese say `Shi-ai`.
`Shi` is meaning death.
`ai` is meaning each other.
So, this mean killing each other.
 
 
But it not wild violence play.
They had pride each other.
And they had respect to against battle person.
So,one more example,
they have a long sword.
Once time, many people said that they were most strongest SAMURAI.
When at the time was war, they were long sword aim to enemy’s shin or knee.
 
Finished the war in Japan.
But when at that those days so many local areas Emperors still alive.
 
Somebody, he was one local areas emperor, he said to the long sword SAMURAI.
 
You have really most strongest battle technique?
Let you proof to me.
You do that must to be `Shi-ai`.
Show me.
 
Emperor having most strongest guy.
Long sword SAMURAI had battle to this guy.
SAMURAI did cut to his shin.
This guy down.
And when at this just time SAMURAI was battle stop.
Real fight, SAMURAI doing next cut to his neck.
But when this time SAMURAI did it not.
Because this battle was `Shi-ai`.
 
So, guy was still alive.
But he did suicide.
Alive or Pride?



He choice was pride.
SAMURAI meet to his wife.
She said to SAMURAI.
I never hate you.
 
My husband said to me.
I cannot protect my emperor anymore.
So, it mean he was lost this work.
 
Euro people heard this story.
They said this is sad story.
They do ban to SAMURAI never have a long sword.
SAMURAI have a change to long wood sword.
 
Therefor Mayji days come, everybody do not use sword.
One day, SAMURAI did that hit to enemy`s shin.
But it cannot cut because it wood sword.
Next moments enemy`s wood sword to SAMURAI`s head break.
 
We lost about long sword techniques.
 
Now days those is just sports?
We lost Japanese BUDO?
No,no,no.
We have keeping still surviving spirits.
 


